Introduction
Over the past decades, computer simulation has become ever more integrated at all levels and in all areas of education (1) . Interactive simulations can enhance the cognitive gains of learners compared with traditional learning techniques (2) . Simulations are also beneficial in training for experimental procedures where long run times or high costs necessitate prescriptive practical sessions or forbid practical teaching altogether. Furthermore, experimental design and statistical analysis are highly connected activities whose teaching is rarely integrated; statistical training within the Biosciences traditionally focuses on data analysis, not experimental planning. Experimental simulations are therefore highly valuable tools to simultaneously introduce the concepts of statistical Design of Experiments (DoE) while exploring the impact that experimental design has on analytical outcome (3) (4) (5) . Our PCR Simulator is an on-line application modelled on laboratory protocols for performing the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), a ubiquitous but complex protocol for DNA amplification. While tools exist for the design of PCR primers, few tools simulate the full PCR DNA amplification cycle over time. An exception is 'Virtual PCR', a web-based service which simulates PCR following user specifications. It returns a simulated gel electrophoresis image (6) . Our software is similar but offers enhancements for teaching group sessions in which learners employ the simulator to gain experience of experimental design principles. Students may select settings for 12 experimental factors (seven for the temperature cycle, four reagent volumes and one categorical choice of polymerase) with the objective of maximizing yield and purity of the amplified DNA. Here we present an overview of the implementation and interface of the simulator, modeling PCR cycles, and its use in teaching DoE.
Methodology
Implementation. The PCR Simulator is an on-line application implemented in python. It uses the Django framework (7) for web application architecture, scipy for numerical integration and Matplotlib and Pillow for the rendering of results. After delivering its user interface to a connected client, the server listens to incoming simulation requests, performs a virtual experiment, and returns simulation results back to the client, which is responsible for keeping track of all states. Since no user state is kept on the server, registration and login are not necessary. To provide a fluent user experience, communication between HTTP clients and the server uses AJAX requests with JSON responses. The server records requested factors and results for all incoming requests. This information is used to create a leader board where users are ranked for each result variable over a gliding window of one hour. The simulator is available at http://virtual-pcr.ico2s.org/.
Modeling amplification of DNA by PCR. Simulating PCR experiments is performed by numerically integrating a differential equation model of the reaction, subject to the selected temperature cycle and initial reagent concentrations. The concentrations of the latter are subjected to pipetting 'noise' using random values within acceptable operating boundaries of commonly used pipettes. The model captures melting and annealing of all DNA species, binding and unbinding of the polymerase, primer extension and polymerase degradation. Rates of all reactions are dependent on the temperature. The model qualitatively captures parameter responses of PCR for reasonable as well as unreasonable settings while producing numerical results within seconds. For that reason, the model currently does not feature important phenomena present in PCR such as primer mis-binding and dimerization. Details of the PCR model are subject to a future publication.
Results
User interface. The user interface of the simulator is a single web page that combines an input form for experimental settings and a lab book that collates data from all experiments with a simulated electrophoresis gel image and a parameter table from which the user can return to any previously used settings (Fig. 1) . A summary of all the user's experiments (factors and responses) can be downloaded in CSV format for off-line analysis and experimental planning. When the simulator is in qPCR mode, the user may toggle between gel images and DNA concentration time series. The rank of the user's yield within their cohort is displayed along with cumulative virtual time taken to run their experiments. The user can opt to add a username to be shown on the leader board or to appear as "anonymous" if no username is provided. This allows users to opt in or out of the competitive aspect of the tool.
Use in teaching.
Over three years we have employed three iterations of the simulator to teach DoE to cohorts of approximately 20 participants from academic and industrial backgrounds with a range of laboratory and statistical experience. In-class simulator sessions break up lectures, seminars and workshop activities and each session lasts 15-30 minutes. Participants apply learning from various sessions in their interactions with the simulator, starting with free exploration of parameter space moving towards complex screening experiments. Switching from PCR to qPCR mode further increases understanding of the value of a systematic search strategy, whilst the competitive leader-board component enhances engagement. The server log can be automatically interrogated to provide information upon which an instructor might draw during a training session, or during post-teaching analysis. We have used it to assess user engagement with the task objective and to demonstrate how traditional approaches to experimentation can result in narrow search strategies (Fig. 2) .
Conclusion
The PCR Simulator provides a virtual experience of a complex laboratory protocol with the simulated reactions qualitatively matching real experiments. The server logs inform teacher engagement with participants and reinforce learning objectives, as well as driving a leader board to encourage en- gagement. Importantly, the simulator allows users to quickly generate data for their own analysis within the teaching environment allowing combined teaching of experimental design and experimental analysis.
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